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OpenTrack 

OpenTrack is a new company that aims to make technology accessible in athletics, improving experiences for 
competitors, officials and spectators alike. We ourselves are runners, and want to see the sport benefit from leaps 
forward in IT, even at a grass-roots level. 

We know that hard-working race officials should be spending their time on the track, and not at a computer for 
weeks on end, dealing with entries, start lists and results. Similarly, today’s competitors don’t want to have to wait 
around for results, or have to crowd around a wall to see the post-its. 

Though we are a young organisation, we have proven success in the field. So far, we have dealt with the entries, 
programmes and general clutter that goes with a County Athletics Championships for 6 counties with more than 
3,000 athletes. OpenTrack covers all athletics, so we have also provided the technology for running and recording 
the Surrey Cross Country League – probably one of the premier cross-country league in the UK. Our highest profile 
competition so far has been the exhilarating Night of the 10,000m PB’s, where OpenTrack not only covered the 
entries and seedings, but also generated the start-lists for the programme, and most importantly, the near-instant 
online results. Additionally, OpenTrack provides the technology for the Estonian Athletics Federation. 

OpenTrack is a subsidiary of ReportLab, which has been building and managing web solutions for demanding 
corporate clients for 17 years, and are a global leader in on-demand generating of complex documents. 

We are delighted to be able to present the services we can offer to race organisers and club/federation officials. 
OpenTrack offers an increasingly comprehensive set of event management services: 

1. The basic race entry service in which OpenTrack takes the card payments for you, and presents a simple 
computerised feed of the entries. 

2.  The more comprehensive competition management system, already favoured by several counties for their 
athletics championships.  

On the results we can either: 

1. Simply calculate results from your recordings, or; 

2. Provide a service to take times and positions on your mobile phones, or; 

3. Automatically upload photo-finish times from FinishLynx, which allows for rapid presentation of results at 
championships and open meetings.  

Finally, we show a few screens presenting our most complex offering of a full Athletics Federation Management 
package. This provides an umbrella system, with membership management and national championship event set 
up in addition to the previous components. 

We are constantly improving our systems and adding features. Check out our website www.opentrack.run for our 
updates.  

A document like this can only give you a feel for our systems. If you would like us to help with any athletic events, 
please get in contact, and we can arrange demonstrations. 

Andy + Andy 

 

(andyw@reportlab.com + andy@reportlab.com) 

 



 

Taking Entries 

 

 
Figure 1: The Entries we all fear 

 
  

Taking entries 

At the simplest level taking entries involves noting down 

athletes’ details and taking a fee. Electronic entry taking 

solves countless problems. There is no dealing with cash or 

cheques – we can automatically check EA licences, automate 

different pricing levels for juniors, control age related entries, 

store expected times for seeding, and even manage 

merchandise sales.  

In club fixtures such as league and relay events there is an 

additional workload on both the team captain and the race 

organizer. Once entries have been paid for, the team 

declaration giving the names of the athletes still has to be 

completed, and in the case of relays, so does the running 

order. This is where the much dreaded bits of paper shown in 

Figure 1 come in. The race organiser receives these and has 

to somehow make sense of them, hoping they can read the  

 

 
Figure 2: OpenTrack’s modern solution 

 

hand writing, and praying the paper has not got soaked in 

the rain.  

Our system streamlines the process, allowing the team 

managers to select their athletes and allocate numbers 

accordingly using their phone or other internet connected 

device up to the start of the event. Figure 2 shows a rather 

more modern solution to the problem. 

Once the organiser has the events stored, then OpenTrack 

can allocate numbers, contact entrants, or simply dump the 

data into Excel. How you chose to use OpenTrack is highly 

flexible. 

This is our simplest offering, if you know how to organise 

your race but want to avoid the hassle of dealing with 

payments and typing in names and events, this is your ideal 

solution. With minimal training, you can even set up your 

own events on our system.



 

Competition Management 

Large and Complicated Meetings 
For bigger and more complicated events, such 
as county athletics championships, the entries 
are only the start. Seeding lists, field cards and 
many other reports have to be produced across 
multiple age groups. 
 
Once OpenTrack has taken your entries, we 
already have your competitors’ details in our 
database. We can easily generate the bib-
numbering for you, hassle-free. Once we also 
have your event timetable uploaded, (we are 
working on a grid upload for next year) we can 
even generate PDF files combining all this data. 
And even when the weather forces those rushed 
last minute changes, it still takes mere seconds 
to regenerate the updated reports. 
 
To the right you can see the automatically 
generated Field Cards (figure 3) and Seeding 
Sheets (figure 4) that were used this May in 
Surrey. You can also choose to add branding to 
these cards. 
 
Below you can see the options available to 
administrators. A popular innovation this year 
was individual numbers. Colour coding makes 
sure that no one is in the wrong age group, and 
clear event listings mean your athletes have no 
excuses left for missing their event. Using the 
pdf expertise, developed over the years with 
ReportLab we work with a digital printer to 
publish these, contact us for details. 

 

Figure 3:Field Card 

 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Seeding List 

 
 

 



 

Administrators control panel 
 
 

 
 

Surrey County Race Number 
 

 
 



 

 

Road and Cross Country Results 

Once the entries have been taken and numbers allocated the 

athletes may think there is surprisingly little left for the 

organiser to do: simply start the race and record the finishing 

times or distances. Individual and team positions, and prizes, 

can all be worked out from these inputs. Race organisers 

know otherwise… 

Traditionally timed results 

All clubs have volunteers who have spent many years 

mastering the skills of funnel management, and recording 

the times and bib-numbers of finishers. In these events, 

timing is typically only accurate to within a second, although 

usually it is the position that matters more than precise 

times. 

For these clubs, we make it simple to calculate and display 

the results. Using the data in our system from the entries, all 

we need are 2 columns of data showing  bib-number and 

time. Paste these into our website (figure 5), and OpenTrack 

will automatically look up names, categories and teams from 

the entries list, and calculate team scores and prize winners 

live (figure 6).  

We have experience of calculating team scores for the Men’s 

and Women’s Surrey Cross Country Leagues, with multiple 

divisions in one race and some of the most ferociously 

complicated second claim and team rules it is possible to 

imagine. 

Figure 5: Results entry grid 

 

 

Figure 6: Results for presentation 

 

 



Finish line electronic recording 

OpenTrack also incorporates timing and recording tools, 

which have been tested at many different levels from the 

European Cross Country Championships to local club 

matches. We have had “officials” using it varying in age from 

11 years old to 70. We believe that it should be possible to run 

a small or medium sized fixture with nothing but mobile 

phones to record the data. This system removes all need to 

transcribe data by hand, with all of its errors and delays and 

the problems of illegible handwriting become a thing of the 

past. 

Once a fixture has been set up, the user can simply connect 

to a website and become an official. OpenTrack can be used 

almost anywhere: the only requirement is a 3g/4g signal or a 

local wifi signal at the track. Even if reception is lost midway 

through the fixture, results can still be entered and will be 

stored locally until the  phone is back in an area of reception. 

The timing feature (figure 7) is simple. The user hits the green 

button each time a runner crosses the line. Every few 

runners, they can also enter the bib number to simplify error 

checking. 

Another team, at the end of the funnel, enters the bib 

numbers onto OpenTrack as the runners pass through. 

Everything is digital – there are no messy pieces of paper, 

and the results can be calculated instantly. 

The bib numbers automatically link to the athletes and live 

provisional scores can be calculated (figure 8). Any system is 

only as good as the data that goes into it, so data should of 

course be checked and verified before being made official. 

Figure 7: Timing App 

 
 

 

Figure 8: Results Display 

 



 

Athletics Results

European Data Capture Project   

 

We have been working with European Athletics on a project 

to ease the capture and transmission of athletics data. 

The project allows the organisers of key events to upload 

results into a central database so EA can monitor and rank 

their top athletes. 

Our work aims to produce a global data standard, so all data 

is transmitted in an established format, with methods to 

make transmission by Meeting Organisers simple. To this 

end, we have developed code that works with FinishLynx, 

the most widely used photo-finish system.  

From our entries database, we produce the FinishLynx data 

files, and as soon as the results are approved they can be 

uploaded to OpenTrack on the spot. This was implemented 

successfully in the Night of the 10,000m PBs (figure 9) 

Figure 9: Night of the 10,000m PB's 

 

We can also work on generating microsites for organisers 

who want to generate and display results rapidly. 



 

National Federations/Organisations 

At OpenTrack, we have experience of working directly with 

athletics organisations in most aspects of management and 

administration. Our main clients so far are the Estonian 

Athletics Federation, who control athletics nationally, and 

the British Masters’ Athletics Federation, which is the 

umbrella organization for masters’ athletics. 

Federation Management 

Federations have to be able to manage membership 

efficiently. In Estonia, competitors need a licence, for which 

there is an annual fee. To the right (figure 10), you can see 

our systems for managing athletes, their clubs and their 

membership status. 

We have similar systems for listing coaches and their 

athletes, authorised sports facilities and listing national 

competitions. 

Figure 11, shows some of the more cutting-edge work to 

allow clubs to enter teams for relays. Here we have the 

Estonian Youth Relays (Noorte teatejooksude). Our system 

allows team mangers to pick their teams from club members 

of the correct age group and gender, with the click of a 

button. Athletes, or just the order, can be changed on a 

mobile phone by the trackside.  

The race organiser gets the most up to date teams, 

electronically, before the race starts.  

 

Figure 10: Federation management 

 

Figure 11: Relay team entry 

 


